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Abstract
As the first widely-deployed secure enclave hardware, Intel SGX shows promise as a practical basis for confidential cloud computing. However, side channels remain SGX’s greatest security weakness. In particular, the “controlled-channel attack” on enclave page faults exploits a longstanding architectural side channel and still lacks effective mitigation.

We propose Autarky: a set of minor, backward-compatible modifications to the SGX ISA that hide an enclave’s page access trace from the host, and give the enclave full control over its page faults. A trusted library OS implements an enclave self-paging policy.

We prototype Autarky on current SGX hardware and the Graphene library OS, implementing three paging schemes: a fast software oblivious RAM system made practical by leveraging the proposed ISA, a novel page cluster abstraction for application-aware secure self-paging, and a rate-limiting paging mechanism for unmodified binaries. Overall, Autarky provides a comprehensive defense for controlled-channel attacks which supports efficient secure demand paging, and adds no overheads in page-fault free execution.
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1 Introduction
Enclave execution environments, and in particular Intel SGX [40], aim to make confidential cloud computing practical by removing trust from the cloud [6]. Major cloud providers have already deployed SGX [2, 34, 53], and another is developing a platform to support it [49].

However, side channels weaken the security of SGX. In this paper, we tackle the longstanding controlled-channel attack on enclave page tables [59, 67, 72, 76] that still lacks a general, practical mitigation. Controlled-channel attacks exploit the separation of concerns in SGX between enclave execution context, which is protected by the CPU, and resource management, which is delegated to the untrusted OS. In particular, the OS manages the enclave’s address space and performs paging from and to its encrypted memory. Control over the enclave’s page tables enables an OS-level adversary to trace the enclave’s page access pattern in a noise-free manner by inducing page faults of her choice [76], or by monitoring page table access bits [67, 72]. As long as the enclave performs secret-dependent memory accesses to distinct pages, the attack can breach enclave confidentiality, extracting, for example, decompressed JPEG images or spell-checked text [72, 76].

SGX does not defend against controlled-channel attacks [28]; Intel’s stance is that “preventing side-channel attacks is a matter for the enclave developer” [30]. However, it is not practical to avoid secret-dependent memory accesses for all but the simplest enclaves [59]. For example, the Opaque data analytics platform [78] requires an oblivious scratchpad memory, that SGX currently cannot provide. Moreover, existing software-only defenses [46, 58] suffer from significant practical limitations: they incur substantial performance overhead, prevent the use of demand paging and/or suffer from false positives in detecting the attack. Importantly, they require recompilation or even manual code changes, which limits their use in large enclaves running unmodified software [6, 50, 65]. On the other hand, proposed architectural defenses [1] require intrusive hardware modifications such as oblivious RAM-based paging. Thus, despite it being the earliest known SGX-specific side channel, the controlled-channel attack still poses a threat to practical enclave security.

Recent research revealed other side-channel attacks against SGX. These are primarily the consequence of sharing an internal CPU state across software trust domains [9, 44, 55, 72]. Coupled with speculative execution side channels (now mitigated by microcode updates and silicon fixes), these attacks enabled the extraction of attestation signing keys [11, 56], register values [70] and even full enclave memory [68]. While devastating, these microarchitectural attacks are highly sensitive to the (unpublished) properties of a specific CPU microarchitecture. Moreover, they are often noisy, as they exploit subtle timing fluctuations to infer the victim’s access pattern to hardware resources shared with the adversary.

The controlled-channel attack is an architectural attack that does not suffer from these limitations: OS tracing of
enclave page accesses is guaranteed by the Intel architecture specification [29]. Thus, the attack is noise-free, deterministic, and portable across hardware generations. Moreover, the same mechanism helps remove the noise from microarchitectural attacks, dramatically increasing their precision [61]. The power of the controlled channel was unequivocally demonstrated in real-world attacks: SgxPectre, Foreshadow, RIDL and LVI all used it as a precursor [11, 68–70].

Devising a practical mitigation for the controlled-channel attack poses unique challenges. Grounded in the SGX memory management architecture, it can only be fully removed via architectural change. However, SGX’s goal of compatibility with existing x86 software (the OS in particular), and its implementation within an existing microarchitecture [14] constrains the possible solutions. In particular, the backward compatibility requirement would almost certainly preclude hardware designs relying on separate enclave page tables [15, 17, 37]. On the other hand, software-only defenses restricting demand paging of enclave memory [46, 58] not only harm the usability of SGX, but still leak enclave accesses via page table accessed and dirty bits [67, 72].

We propose Autarky, a hardware/software co-design that takes a pragmatic and practical approach to closing page-fault side channels in SGX. The key principle is simple: we revoke exclusive control of enclave page faults from the OS and enable trusted software to enforce a secure paging policy. As a result, the enclave can detect the occurrence of OS-induced page faults and block attacks, while permitting demand paging that complies with the enclave-enforced paging policy.

Autarky introduces minor backward-compatible modifications to SGX to enforce the new page fault handling flow, and designs a new secure paging mechanism in software. **Modified ISA for secure paging.** We prevent the OS from silently resuming the enclave after a page fault, without first invoking a trusted in-enclave page fault handler. In addition, we stop leaks via page table accessed/dirty bits. These changes are non-intrusive in that they do not affect core hardware page-management mechanisms. Further, they are lightweight as they add only a few conditional checks to the existing SGX flows. We believe that these properties increase the chances that our proposal can be implemented in trusted firmware alone [14], facilitating adoption.

**Self-paging runtime.** Autarky’s runtime manages an enclave’s memory and handles its page faults thereby implementing secure self-paging [21, 32]. As we show in §6, the runtime is a good fit for SGX library OSes [6, 50, 60, 65] which enable in-enclave execution of unmodified binaries.

**Secure paging policies.** While Autarky’s architectural changes remove an attacker’s ability to target particular pages, leaks remain through legitimate enclave paging activity. To this end, the secure runtime may implement a range of secure paging schemes. We propose three such schemes demonstrating different security-vs-usability tradeoffs: (i) a software oblivious RAM (ORAM) providing provably secure general paging that builds on Autarky to speed up prior SGX ORAM systems [48] by orders of magnitude, yet requires re-compilation; (ii) a new page clusters mechanism that provides strong security without ORAM overheads for enlightened applications; and (iii) a rate-limited demand paging mechanism that provides a weaker guarantee of bounded leakage (similar to prior work [46]) yet incurs minimum overhead and works with unmodified application binaries.

We evaluate Autarky’s performance on the nbench [39], Phoenix [52] and PARSEC [7] benchmark suites observing zero overhead in the absence of paging activity, and better performance with rate-limited demand paging compared to that reported for software-only defenses [46]. Furthermore, Autarky successfully mitigates published attacks on known-vulnerable workloads with a small performance impact only under paging. Finally, we quantify the tradeoffs between page clusters and ORAM secure paging on paging-intensive workloads: Memcached [42] and uthash [22].

## 2 Background

### 2.1 Intel SGX

Intel SGX is an x86 architecture extension that supports isolated user-mode enclaves, protecting their confidentiality and integrity against all other software on the platform (including the OS, hypervisor, and other enclaves), and most hardware attacks. We summarize here aspects of SGX that relate to Autarky; full details are documented elsewhere [14, 29, 40, 41].

**Overview.** Enclaves are backed by a dedicated region of physical memory known as enclave page cache (EPC). Memory within this region may only be used by SGX enclaves and their associated metadata; it is encrypted and integrity-protected in the processor before it leaves the last-level cache. While the dedicated physical memory for enclaves is limited today (256 MB), it has already doubled in size and is expected to grow to be better suited for cloud computing [31].

Architecturally, an enclave occupies a contiguous region of virtual address space, the initial layout, and contents of which are guaranteed through remote attestation, and which is accessible only to software executing inside the enclave.

**Enclave execution and state save areas.** To run an enclave, software uses the EENTER instruction, which transfers control to a pre-defined (and attested) entry point address. Execution stays in the enclave until either control leaves it via the EEXIT instruction, or an exception occurs, such as a hardware interrupt or page fault. In the latter case, known as an asynchronous enclave exit (AEX), the processor saves the register context and the exception cause inside the enclave before replacing the context with a synthetic one, and finally leaving the enclave to invoke the untrusted OS exception handler.
After resolving the fault, the OS uses instructions such as **ERESUME** (TCS), and each logical core entering an enclave must do so the swapped out contents, and protect against replay attacks.

Data in the EPC. The instructions guarantee the integrity of trusted to directly swap EPC pages, the privileged EWB enclave to oversubscribe EPC. Since the OS cannot be invalidating mappings requires the OS to coordinate changes (§2.1) through which the OS may observe an access and dirty bits appropriately, as in regular paging.

The details above illustrate how the SGX protection mechanisms fit into the existing x86 architecture. In Autarky, we seek to change only the same paths as the current SGX implementation; this is a particular challenge for preventing leaks via accessed and dirty bits, as we will see in §5.1.

### 2.2 Controlled-channel attacks

Different variants of controlled-channel attacks have been described to leak enclave page accesses. The original work of Xu et al. [76] unmapped pages to trigger a page fault when they were accessed by the enclave before silently restoring the mapping. In the limit, this provides a page-granularity trace of every memory access by every enclave instruction.

At its core, a controlled channel consists of two components: first, a noise-free side-channel that leaks EPC page accesses, and, second, a mechanism for the attacker to stealthily control enclave execution, making the channel deterministic.

The first component is provided by one of the architectural mechanisms (§2.1) through which the OS may observe an enclave’s page accesses. For example, the OS may invalidate the PTE (as in the original attack), reduce its permissions (e.g., making a code page non-executable) [74], or simply map the wrong page [68]. All trigger a page fault that the OS intercepts. Alternatively, it may clear the PTE’s accessed or dirty bits, and observe when they are set [67, 72].

The second component, control, comes from SGX allowing the OS to resume (ERESUME) an enclave after an OS-injected page fault, which hides the attack from enclave software.

Since the attacker knows the program’s expected behavior, she may use the access trace to recover secrets used in control- or data-dependent accesses. Xu et al. [76] demonstrated attacks that leaked images, text and characters processed by the libjpeg, Hunspell, and FreeType libraries respectively.
2.3 ORAM

Oblivious RAM [20] obfuscates memory accesses performed by a client to untrusted storage such that an attacker cannot learn any information about the actual accesses. Many ORAM algorithms have been proposed [62, 73, e.g.] that obfuscate program access patterns by dynamically re-shuffling and re-encrypting the accessed memory regions.

ORAM relies on a trusted memory region to store metadata corresponding to the un-shuffled addresses in the untrusted storage. For example, PathORM [62] (a popular and efficient ORAM algorithm) arranges untrusted storage as a complete binary tree containing both real (valid client data) and dummy blocks. It maintains a position map that maps client data to blocks in the tree, and a stash that stores fetched blocks.

Recently, ORAM was proposed as a generic mechanism to mitigate controlled-channel attacks [48, 51, 54]. The key idea is to invoke ORAM for every normal memory access while also making oblivious accesses to the ORAM’s own metadata. The latter is achieved by linearly scanning metadata with the CMOVZ instruction.

Unfortunately, ORAM typically incurs high performance overheads [51]. With Autarky, however, ORAM implementations in SGX may run orders of magnitude faster.

3 Threat Model and Out-of-scope Attacks

We consider a typical enclave threat model with a privileged adversary who controls the OS and/or hypervisor. The adversary manages the enclave’s address space, and has full access to the page table. We assume that the enclave’s code is public and free of vulnerabilities [74].

We disregard leaks via microarchitectural side channels, including cache timing and speculative execution attacks [9, 44, 55, 56, 68–70]. While these may leak enclave memory accesses (including PTE fetches [67, 72]), they are orthogonal to our work and we mitigate them to the extent possible by disabling hyperthreading and using the latest CPU microcode. We note, however, that the microarchitectural replay attack [61] relies on OS-induced page faults that Autarky prevents.

We consider restart attacks that require recreating an enclave to be out of scope, as there are known ways to defend against such attacks. For example, the enclave could perform remote attestation at startup [6, 50], or a local parent enclave (as in Graphene-SGX’s multi-process mode [65]) could manage its children’s lifecycle. In either case, users or trusted services could detect unusually frequent restarts.

4 Design Considerations

In this section we analyze the limitations of pure software or clean-slate hardware solutions, and discuss the design tradeoffs of a practical defense mechanism.

Software-only mitigations are limited. Defending against controlled-channel attacks on current SGX hardware is hard because the architecture exposes an enclave’s page tables and page faults to the OS by design. Enclave software is left with three options: obfuscate the memory access trace [8, 59], prevent page faults altogether [58], or detect excessive enclave exits associated with page faults while disabling the sibling hyperthread [12, 46]. Unfortunately, all three suffer from high overheads. More crucially, since benign page faults are indistinguishable from an attack, these defenses curtail any fault-driven mechanisms, such as demand paging or lazy allocation. This hinders their applicability in real systems with limited EPC memory. Furthermore, all three require recompilation, preventing the use of existing binaries (supported by enclave libOses [6, 50, 65]) or JIT compilers.

We conclude that a practical, general solution to these attacks will require changes to the SGX architecture.

Hardware solutions require intrusive changes. In clean-slate designs for hardware-based enclaves, controlled channels are avoided through separate enclave page tables [1, 15, 37]. Since the enclave has a private page table that the OS cannot observe or tamper with, the channel does not exist. However, retrofitting such a design to SGX would require substantial changes to the x86 implementation with which SGX is entangled. First, a new mechanism for collaborative management of encrypted pages between host OS and enclaves would be required. Second, new protections would be necessary to prevent an enclave mapping arbitrary host memory. Finally, performance-critical portions of the MMU would require substantial changes to support this design. Furthermore, private page tables may still leak when legitimate demand-paging occurs since the swapped-out pages are still under the OS’s control and are therefore vulnerable.

Security vs. compatibility. When considering design options, we face an inherent tradeoff between backward compatibility and strong, general security.

We assert that any solution in which enclave page mappings are visible to the OS cannot provide strong ORAM-like guarantees for applications that use demand paging, unless it involves intrusive hardware changes. The reason is simple: if page mappings are visible to the OS, it can always determine which enclave pages are mapped. Given knowledge of application code, this leaks portions of the application’s working set. We note that this demand paging side channel is strictly weaker than the controlled channel because the OS cannot trace arbitrary pages, yet it still compromises secrecy.

We see two solutions to hide page mappings, neither of which is fully satisfactory: (i) enclave-private page tables that are difficult to support in SGX as discussed above; and (ii) ORAM, which breaks the link between addresses and secrets, but either requires intrusive hardware changes [1] or else forces software recompilation and is slow [48]. With Autarky,
we therefore favor a pragmatic solution that is compatible with the existing SGX design and empowers trusted software to make this tradeoff, at the expense of either application changes to achieve security and performance, or weakened (yet improved) security without any application changes.

**Conservative approach to SGX architecture changes.**

We justify our approach of minimal architecture changes as follows. First, we hope that it will facilitate Autarky’s rapid adoption. Given the slow evolution of SGX [5] and the urgency to eliminate controlled channels, time-to-deployment matters. Second, it minimizes assumptions about the SGX implementation, reducing our risk of overlooking broader side-effects of any changes. Last, it maintains the SGX design philosophy of embedding trusted execution in x86.

5 Design

SGX gives an OS control over enclave resource management while monitoring the OS’s actions (e.g., page mappings) to ensure correctness. The problem is that the basic mechanisms of demand paging and fault handling leak an enclave’s internal state without its control. Autarky revokes from the OS control of EPC paging policy, and delegates it to a trusted self-paging runtime. Figure 2 shows our modifications to the SGX page fault flow. Hardware now enforces invocation of the trusted page fault handler, and hides enclave page fault information and access/dirty bits from the OS.

Thus, Autarky establishes a protocol for cooperation between the OS and an enclave runtime, much like SGX does to protect against direct attacks, but instead to close controlled channels. To enable this new separation of concerns, Autarky relies on a trusted runtime layer, such as an SDK [27, 43, 49] or library OS [4, 6, 50, 65, 65], which manages an enclave’s memory and handles its page faults.

5.1 SGX architecture modifications

5.1.1 New enclave attribute

Following the existing scheme for optional features, we define a new enclave attribute bit for a self-paging enclave. This bit is an attested flag for an enclave to enable all the changes described below. If the OS or CPU does not support it, the attribute mechanism allows the enclave to either continue in legacy (insecure) mode, or fail to start.

5.1.2 Closing the channel: hiding faults from the OS

We propose to extend the original SGX exception handling mechanism as follows. For any enclave-mode page-fault occurring inside the enclave region, the processor already saves full exception information in the SSA frame and masks the page offset visible to the host. Our modified mechanism hides the entire address and access type in the page-fault error code before delivering it to the OS’s exception handler. To avoid ambiguity, all enclave faults should be reported at some consistent address within the enclave region; for example, as a read fault at the enclave’s base address. In this way, the OS learns only that some enclave fault has occurred.

5.1.3 Removing attacker control: reporting all faults

This change prevents the OS from silently resuming an enclave after a fault. We extend the per-thread TCS with a new pending exception flag and modify the AEX procedure so that on any page fault, the processor sets the pending exception flag. We also modify EENTER to clear the flag on entry, and ERESUME to fail if the flag is set. Thus, the OS is forced to re-enter the enclave after an exception, at which point the trusted runtime can reliably determine that an exception occurred (using the SSA frame), and run the handler.1

This, in turns, allows the enclave’s exception handler to detect unexpected page faults, to which it may apply a policy. For example, it may simply ask the OS to restore the faulting page and continue execution, perhaps applying a heuristic to detect excessive fault rates. Alternatively, it may implement secure self-paging, and treat any unexpected page fault as an attack, in which case it would terminate to prevent leaks. We describe a range of possible software designs in §5.2.

Eliding AEX. We note that this approach adds overhead to benign exceptions. For every page fault, the CPU saves the full context, exits the enclave, and invokes the OS handler, which can do nothing useful since it lacks knowledge of the fault, but must return to user-mode and re-enter the enclave. Therefore, as an optimization, we propose staying in enclave mode: after saving the exception information in the SSA, the hardware would immediately simulate a nested enclave re-entry by incrementing the SSA and jumping to the enclave entry point, whereupon the exception handler can run. This optimization appears practical and elides costly enclave transitions [4, 47], which besides their high direct cost also flush TLB, and L1 caches—previous work showed the latency of invoking an enclave exception handler is more than 6× that of a signal handler [48]. We evaluate performance both with and without this optimization, in §7.

1Like an OS, the enclave runtime must take care to avoid nested faults that would exhaust the SSA stack and render the enclave un-executable.
**Resuming from exceptions.** Another source of exception overhead arises when resuming execution. As previously observed [6], the handler must EXIT to a stub that merely ERESUMEs the original SSA frame, incurring another costly enclave transition for the sole purpose of restoring context and popping the SSA stack. This could be avoided with an in-enclave variant of ERESUME, but we do not assume it.

### 5.1.4 Blocking the use of accessed and dirty bits

With the changes described above, we have curtailed the OS’s ability to inject or observe enclave page faults. However, it may still infer access patterns via PTE accessed and dirty bits. This is an area where changing hardware carries the most risk since this functionality is performance-sensitive, and we cannot afford to degrade the use of these bits for non-enclave PTEs (or indeed, for non-self-paging enclaves, since the legacy paging mechanism relies on it).

A straightforward fix would be to prevent updates of accessed and dirty bits in enclave PTEs. However, this may prove impractical to implement: it requires that core MMU paths be modified with SGX-specific logic. For example, the page table walk would need to skip updating access bits for addresses within the range of a self-paging enclave, and TLB entries would need to be flagged as holding enclave translations to avoid writing back dirty bits.

To simplify the hardware, we therefore propose to add a check for fetched PTEs, only in enclave mode for a self-paging enclave, and only after fetching a PTE in the enclave region (i.e., in conjunction with the EPCM lookup, which is clearly already SGX-specific): the accessed and dirty bits for the fetched PTE must already be set; if either is clear, the PTE is treated as invalid, and a fault occurs. This blocks the OS use of accessed and dirty bits for self-paging enclaves, and allows the enclave to detect such leaks in its fault handler.

Our proposal assumes that (a) the fetched PTE’s accessed and dirty bit state is available at the time of the SGX-specific checks, and (b) the MMU will never perform writeback of accessed/dirty bits if they were already set at the time of the TLB miss. The latter assumption, which is consistent with, but not guaranteed by, the specification [29, §4.8] is necessary to prevent a time-of-check to time-of-use attack, whereby the accessed or dirty bit is set at the time of the TLB fetch yet later cleared, effectively defeating the defense.

This change may degrade eviction performance for self-paging enclaves, because access/dirty bits cannot be used to guide eviction policy (e.g., to implement the common “clock algorithm”). However, since (as we will see in §5.2) eviction policy will be devolved from the OS to the enclave runtime, any impact on core OS paging decisions is minimal. One option for the enclave runtime is to use a more coarse-grain frequency-based algorithm that counts the frequency of page faults for each page, and eventually learns to keep “hot” pages paged in (similarly to Linux NUMA page migration).

**Summary.** The combined effect of our architecture changes is that the OS cannot evict EPC pages nor observe accesses without enclave cooperation. More precisely, it can still unmmap pages or even evict them using the EWB instruction, but if the enclave ever attempts to access such a page, it will detect that it was missing. As a result, the OS is reduced either to swapping in/out entire enclaves or managing an enclave’s memory with its consent and cooperation.

### 5.2 Software design

The SGX changes described in §5.1 suffice to block the attack by simply keeping an entire enclave resident in EPC. Thus, any fault is regarded as an attack, terminating execution. Prior software mitigations for the controlled-channel attack [46, 58] take essentially this approach. However, it leads to severe practical limitations: first, memory requirements for even one enclave may easily exceed EPC, rendering such enclaves un-runnable. Second, dynamic memory allocation would be impractical even for smaller enclaves: in the presence of multiple dynamically-sized enclaves, the OS would be unable to balance competing memory demands. Instead, it could merely swap entire enclaves, which is inefficient.

On the other hand, reimplementing demand paging inside an enclave runtime risks information leaks to the OS via the demand paging side channel (discussed earlier in §4). If the enclave runtime responds to each page fault by mapping the accessed page, the OS may easily infer it. Likewise, when the enclave evicts a page, the OS may infer access information. In fact, the system’s overall security depends on the eviction and fetching policy implemented by the self-paging runtime.

In this section, we describe three alternative self-paging policies that minimize such leaks: an efficient software-based oblivious RAM system (§5.2.2), a new page clusters abstraction (§5.2.3) that provides a meaningful security guarantee to applications modified to make use of it, and finally a rate-limited demand paging mechanism (§5.2.4) that provides a weaker bounded leakage guarantee for unmodified application binaries. We begin by describing the OS interface on which all three depend to enable enclave page management.

#### 5.2.1 OS interface

We need a flexible mechanism to balance the number of EPC pages available to each enclave, that adjusts to the available EPC and memory pressure from other enclaves. This is the role of the interface between the enclave runtime and the OS: restricting the use of OS-level paging on sensitive pages, and supporting self-paging of those pages by the enclave.

**Enclave-managed pages.** We take a two-level approach to enclave page management. We partition the set of EPC pages used by an enclave into those managed by the OS, and those managed by the enclave. For pages that cannot be exploited to mount the controlled-channel attack (e.g., a buffer to which the access pattern is independent of secrets, as in
a matrix product), the existing OS-level paging mechanism is more flexible because it permits the OS to evict and fetch pages at any time without enclave interaction.

Other pages with potentially-sensitive access patterns cannot be silently evicted by the OS. For these enclave-managed pages, the trusted runtime tracks the residence status of each page and treats any unexpected fault on a purportedly-resident page as an attack to which it responds by terminating the enclave. The sensitivity of a page may change over the lifetime of the enclave, so the OS must be aware of which pages it manages. To do so, we add two system calls: ay_set_os_managed yields management of a set of pages to the OS and ay_set_enclave_managed claims it for the enclave. The latter call also returns the current residence status of each page (i.e., whether it is currently paged out) so that the enclave can update its state and initiate page-in if desired.

From the OS perspective, the contract on enclave-managed pages is as follows: each resident enclave-managed page is effectively pinned in EPC whenever the enclave is runnable. EPC is a limited resource, and the OS may enforce a limit on its use to prevent one enclave from monopolizing EPC.

If the OS wishes to reclaim memory dynamically, it has three options: it may evict any OS-managed page at will, it can upcall the enclave and ask it to reduce its memory use, or it can swap out the enclave. The first option is straightforward; we discuss the latter two in detail here.

Similar to memory ballooning in virtual machines [71], memory management upcalls from OS to enclave imply a series of difficult tradeoffs. First, the enclave must be given time to reduce its memory allocation. Second, the enclave runtime must take care that its eviction policy does not leak sensitive information. Third, the enclave may not cooperate; for example, it may refuse to evict sensitive pages to prevent leaks. For these reasons, we did not pursue such upcalls, deferring their investigation to future work. Their absence leaves the OS with one final option: evicting enclave-managed pages. To respect the contract, it can only do so by suspending the enclave, at which point it can evict all enclave pages (i.e., swap the entire enclave out), but it must first restore them all before resuming enclave execution.

**Supporting self-paging.** As described above, the enclave may decide to evict or fetch one or more enclave-managed pages at any point in its execution including, but not limited to, the page fault handler. This process involves modifying the page table and allocating/freeing EPC pages, so it necessitates new system calls: ay_fetch_pages to securely bring pages into EPC from a backing store, i.e., untrusted memory, and ay_evict_pages to securely write pages out to the backing store. The calls explicitly support batching to minimize system calls and enclave crossing overhead: each takes an array of page base addresses to fetch/evict. Note that the enclave runtime only manages pages using their virtual address; the mapping of virtual to physical EPC frames is under the control of the OS, and invisible to the enclave.

To prevent the OS from interfering with page contents, we rely on existing SGX mechanisms: either the privileged EWB and ELDU paging instructions, or the dynamic memory management instructions of SGXv2 (both described in §2). The latter are more flexible, permitting enclave software to implement custom encryption, avoid writeback of clean pages, or use an alternative backing store, however, they incur an extra enclave crossing. We evaluate both approaches in §7.

### 5.2.2 Efficient software ORAM

Recall from §2.3 that oblivious RAM [20, 62, 73] provides an effective and secure way to obfuscate enclave paging activity, albeit with substantial performance cost [1, 48, 54]. However, using ORAM for an enclave’s demand-paging backing store is not sufficient to hide the access pattern: the adversary can observe changes in page mappings made by the fault handler, thereby learning the fetched (and hence, accessed) pages.

Instead, CoSMIX [48] proposed instrumenting all memory accesses to use ORAM, re-shuffling the page contents regardless of the underlying mappings. Furthermore, CoSMIX allows selective annotation of static variables or/and memory allocations and automatically instruments all the corresponding accesses to use ORAM. Unfortunately, even selective instrumentation still incurs high overheads.

Since Autarky preserves confidentiality of the address trace for enclave-managed pages, it allows caching of recently accessed ORAM pages in a large pre-allocated buffer acting as an enclave-managed software cache without leaking the access pattern. Essentially, memory accesses are instrumented to perform a cache lookup and invoke the costly ORAM protocol only in the case of a cache miss. Effectively, Autarky reduces overheads to the extent that ORAM-based paging becomes practical (§7.2). Note, fetching (evicting) page contents to (from) the cache is an oblivious copy operation. The cache is backed by enclave-managed pages that can be pinned and therefore eliminate page fault leaks.

### 5.2.3 Page clusters

ORAM obfuscates accesses to all enclave pages. However, not all applications require such a strong guarantee. For example, there is no reason to hide sequential accesses, such as parsing of an encrypted stream. Even for more complex
data structures such as a hash table, it may be necessary to hide which hash bucket was accessed, but not whether the table was accessed at all. Allowing developers to express such requirements in terms of application-level resources is the goal of a new abstraction we call page clusters, depicted in Figure 3.

The cluster API is presented in Table 1. It may be used by a system runtime or by the programs as we explain below.

A page cluster is a consistent set of enclave-managed pages that are evicted and fetched together. Whenever a fault occurs, the system deterministically fetches and maps all the other pages in a cluster together with the faulting page. Thus, the attacker cannot differentiate which of the fetched pages caused the fault, even if the same fault occurs many times. We note that clusters differ from large pages, since they need not be physically or virtually contiguous, and can be assembled or broken down dynamically.

Formally, the system maintains the following invariant: For each non-resident page, there is at least one cluster to which it belongs with all of its pages non-resident. This invariant is trivial to enforce if all the clusters are disjoint. However, pages can be shared between multiple clusters, which is useful in particular for code pages, as we explain below. Importantly, when swapping in such clusters, it is crucial to fetch the transitive set of all clusters sharing pages with the faulting cluster and among themselves. Otherwise, there could exist a situation where all but one page of a cluster are resident in memory, as they may have been fetched previously due to sharing. A subsequent fault on this single non-resident page would uniquely reveal its access.

However, evicting a single cluster that shares pages with others is safe. The intuition is that either all the pages of the evicted cluster remain evicted (invariant holds) or they become resident as part of a fault on any of the pages of any of the other clusters with which they are shared.

The security guarantees of clusters depend on their construction and the program’s threat model (§5.3). Intuitively, for programs with a uniform access pattern the larger the cluster, the lower the probability an attacker may infer which page was fetched. However, when the access distribution is skewed, even huge clusters might leak information. In such cases, the less performant ORAM alternative remains.

Clusters for code pages. Common attacks on code pages infer secrets by observing control flow as revealed by instruction fetches. For example, Xu et al.’s [76] attack on the FreeType library infers text being rendered from the unique pattern of code pages executed to render each character. To prevent this kind of attack, one can place all the code pages of a library in a single cluster, ensuring that control flow through the library’s internal code does not leak. Note that if two libraries use a third, their respective clusters will share pages and will also be fetched together.

Clusters for libraries and the main program can be created automatically by a libOS, utilizing a trusted loader. A loader may also create clusters at the finer granularity of individual functions for better paging performance, if control flow between functions is not considered sensitive. In our experience, libraries used by enclave applications are substantially smaller than total memory; thus, their code pages can be clustered and kept resident, or paged with low overhead.

Manual clustering for data pages. Clusters can be a powerful tool for developers to defend against paging side channels with low overhead. A user may manually construct clusters with knowledge of application semantics. For example, consider an application with multiple hash tables, each of which fits in memory, but that exceed it when combined. A user may define a cluster for all of a hash table’s pages. Then, upon access, all the pages in the cluster would be fetched and an attacker would learn only that the hash table was accessed. We demonstrate further examples in §7.3.

Automatic clustering for data pages. Data pages are harder than code to cluster automatically since their access semantics depends on the program. We propose an automatic policy that eagerly fills clusters with allocated pages by extending the libOS page allocator. A user specifies the desired size of data clusters. Each allocated page is added to a cluster, up to the maximum size, at which time a new cluster is created. When enough pages are freed, the libOS allocator merges clusters to keep them near-full.

Consider for example, a hash table with internal node chaining for resolving collisions. An attacker may infer which entries are accessed based on their unique page access signature, as in the Hunspell attack [76]. Obviously, smaller entries are more secure since they occupy the same page, and larger entries that share fewer pages leak more. Clustering can mitigate such attacks; specifically, the more pages in a cluster, the lower the probability that an attacker infers the accessed entry. However, larger clusters impact performance when paging—we evaluate this tradeoff in §7.

5.2.4 Bounded leakage for unmodified applications

One of our motivations for Autarky is to support unmodified application binaries using a library OS [6, 65]. However, both ORAM and page clusters require application changes and/or recompilation. We describe here a scheme that works with completely unmodified application binaries whose memory allocations exceed available EPC (thus requiring paging).
To achieve this goal without application knowledge, we must accept some leakage when we handle page faults and map pages. We use a combination of three techniques: (i) automatic clusters for code pages (as described in §5.2.3) prevent leaks of control flow by fetching all code pages of a library as one; (ii) enclave-managed data pages use traditional demand paging inside the enclave; and (iii) an optional, application-specific bound on the maximum permitted page fault rate. The combination of these techniques allows us to provide the following guarantees to applications: given a reasonable minimum EPC size (which may be configured by the user and checked at enclave startup), the only page accesses that leak are those to data pages that would have triggered demand-paging (i.e., cold pages), and to reduce the risk of an active attacker, the enclave will terminate if the rate of legitimate page faults exceeds a user-defined threshold.

Ideally, the maximum page-fault rate would be expressed in terms of enclave runtime, such as CPU cycles. Unfortunately, while the enclave can easily count page faults, it lacks a reliable time source: the cycle counter is untrusted, and the real time clock provided by SGX platform services is too slow to query in a fault handler. Instead, we are restricted to counting application-specific measures of forward progress observed by the libOS, such as I/O, memory allocations, and system calls. For example, a server application may limit page faults per socket receive call, while a machine learning task may express its limit in faults per memory allocation.

We note that despite providing only a weak bound on fault rates, this scheme is substantially better than the similar software mitigations [46, 58] with fault rate limiting. Not only is the performance overhead lower (thanks to Autarky hardware), but the only enclave accesses that leak are via the demand-paging side channel (legitimate paging). This channel leaks less than the silent attack on page tables [67, 72], which is not fully eliminated by any known mitigations.

5.3 Security analysis

Within the assumed threat model (§3), Autarky guarantees that the attacker can infer only accesses to enclave-managed pages at the time they are fetched or evicted by the fault handler, in which case the nature of any leak depends on the self-paging policy. For ORAM, there is no leak; for page clusters, the faulting page is indistinguishable from others in the same cluster; for the bounded leakage policy, accesses to data pages may leak below an application-specific rate limit. We discuss some potential attacks within these constraints.

Termination/lack-of-faults attacks. The attacker may attempt to unmap one or more enclave-managed pages (or clear their accessed/dirty bits, which has the same effect). If later accessed by the enclave, this will cause a spurious page fault which will be detected by the enclave’s fault handler, resulting in enclave termination. However, the attacker learns something as a result, leading to what we term the termination attack, and the lack-of-faults attack.

We assume that when the runtime detects an OS-induced fault on an enclave-managed page it will terminate. Hence, the OS learns that a page it unmapped was accessed (because it knows that an exception occurred), but not which specific page of those it unmapped triggered the fault.

Conversely, if the enclave does not terminate when pages are unmapped, the attacker infers that they were never accessed. Assuming application knowledge, this lack of faults may be used to infer that a complement set of pages was indeed accessed. The bandwidth of this attack is comparable to the termination attack, so we do not see it as significant.

The attacks result in (or run a risk of) enclave termination, requiring that the enclave be restarted. As described in §3, we assume that such restarts can be detected by a trusted party through the use of attestation, and so disregard the potential accumulation of page traces across repeated runs.

Leakage via legitimate page faults. To mitigate leakage of page accesses when enclaves exceed their available EPC, users may construct clusters. Clusters fetch all their pages in to memory such that an attacker knows that one of the pages in the cluster was accessed, but not which one. This means that page access leakage correlates with the cluster size. Furthermore, clusters may eliminate page faults if they prefetch pages that may be accessed in the future. If clusters provide insufficient guarantees, a user may defer to ORAM.

Invoking the enclave’s exception handler. An attacker cannot arbitrarily invoke the exception handler. It is called only by the trusted enclave code with fault information from the SSA. Nested faults can be avoided by pinning all the handler’s code and data pages in enclave-managed memory. Thus, any re-entrancy can be regarded as an attack, and we provision sufficient SSA stack to permit detection thereof.

5.4 Discussion: VM support

In virtualized environments, both the guest OS and hypervisor may observe enclave page faults and mount controlled-channel attacks. Autarky mitigates the VM-level attack, which has implications for hypervisor implementations.

SGX [10] allows a hypervisor to virtualize enclave memory through static partitioning, ballooning [71] or demand paging [77]. Autarky supports static partitioning similarly to a bare-metal OS hosting multiple enclaves. Notably, cloud platforms that statically partition EPC [53] will require no modification. Ballooning can also be supported with minor changes: an enlightened guest OS enables cooperative paging, which allows a hypervisor, guest OS and enclaves to invoke secure self-paging policies (§5.2.1). We defer the details of such a mechanism to future work.

However, transparent demand paging by the hypervisor cannot be supported, since Autarky prevents the VM from...
We extended Graphene to support exitless calls to reduce the APIs to allow applications to define page clusters. Finally, memory store \((1,960 \text{ LoC})\). At a high level, page contents performance overheads of enclave transitions. Those sharing a cluster. We implemented new Graphene instructions (EWB and ELDU), and the dynamic memory management instructions of SGXv2. Both uses exitless host calls to reduce the cost of enclave transitions \([4, 47, 75]\).

When fetching a page with SGXv2, we add a mapping using the EAUG and EACCEPTCOPY instructions. We use AES-NI and Intel’s IPP crypto library \([25]\) to decrypt and validate page contents. Moreover, to improve performance, we overlap EAUG with decryption using a temporary buffer. To evict a page with SGXv2, we first set it to read-only with EMODPR and EACCEPT. Then we can safely encrypt, sign and write it while maintaining thread-safety. We finalize the eviction process with the EMODT, EACCEPT and EREMOVER.

We modify the SGX driver to implement Autarky’s system calls (as IOCTLs) to prevent the eviction of enclave-managed pages, and to avoid the use of accessed and dirty bits in the eviction algorithm for OS-managed pages.

Our runtime extends Graphene: the enclave’s exception handler is called to resolve each page fault, by verifying that it is not malicious, and (if needed) evicting pages to free EPC prior to fetching pages to satisfy security guarantees (e.g., those sharing a cluster). We implemented new Graphene APIs to allow applications to define page clusters. Finally, we extended Graphene to support exitless calls to reduce the performance overheads of enclave transitions.

Our ORAM prototype is based on the CoSMIX PathORAM memory store \([48]\) \((1,960 \text{ LoC})\). At a high level, page contents are stored in a dedicated section of enclave memory. The CoSMIX compiler instruments application memory accesses using the PathORAM construction. Since Autarky protects all enclave-managed pages, we implement a new instrumentation policy that utilizes a large enclave-managed buffer as a cache for page contents. Our instrumentation first checks whether the page exists in the cache, and if so, accesses the memory directly. Otherwise, it obliviously fetches (and evicts if needed) to/from the cache. To reduce thrashing, we store page contents securely (encrypted and signed) in untrusted memory, validating them when they are fetched to the cache. Finally, we avoid costly linear scans used by CoSMIX to hide access patterns to PathORAM’s data structures (position map and stash) by marking their pages as enclave-managed.

### 7 Evaluation

**Setup.** We use a Dell XPS 13 2-in-1 laptop with 4-core Intel i7-1065G7 (Ice Lake) CPU, 16 GB RAM, and 256 MB enclave reserved memory \((\approx 190 \text{ MB EPC})\) running Ubuntu 19.04 (64-bit), Linux kernel 5.0.0, and CPU microcode version 2E.

The Autarky runtime in Graphene-SGX automatically marks pages for program code, stack, and self-paging metadata as enclave-managed (pinned in EPC). Results do not include initialization. Each run pre-loads the same set of pages to enclave memory. We report the mean of 10 runs; standard deviation is below 5%. The baseline uses a clock page eviction policy in the SGX driver, Autarky uses FIFO eviction since page access bits are not available.

**Overhead from SGX architecture changes.** Our architecture changes \((§5.1)\) do not influence normal operation except for: (i) on TLB fill, to validate that access/dirty bits are set, and (ii) on AEX, EENTER and ERESUME to set, clear and check the pending exception flag respectively.

**TLB fill reads** the entire PTE including access/dirty bits, so the only overhead arises from the check itself, and depends on the number of fills. To measure this, we run the nbench \([39]\) benchmark suite also used to evaluate the T-SGX defense \([58]\). Its datasets fit in EPC (no paging).

Pessimistically assuming a 10-cycle overhead on each fill, the geometric mean slowdown is 0.07% across all 10 benchmark applications. This analysis ignores the potential performance benefit of eliding the accessed/dirty bit writeback. By comparison, T-SGX reports a 1.5x mean slowdown.

**Pending exception flag accesses** are also cheap. Both EENTER and ERESUME already read the TCS flags word, and although AEX does not use the flags, it updates a field on the same cache line \([29]\). Therefore, the only change in memory access is a dirtied cache line that EENTER previously read. Since AEX and ERESUME already modify that line, the impact is likely negligible.

To summarize, the overheads imposed by our architecture changes are insignificant, and we disregard them in the rest
of this evaluation. In particular, we expect Autarky to add no measurable overhead to page fault-free execution.

7.1 Microbenchmarks

We measure the latency of page fault (fetch) and eviction, averaged over 100k iterations. We evaluate both SGXv1 (driver-based) and SGXv2 (in-enclave) implementations of these operations (§6). Since the Intel driver evicts batches of 16 pages to reduce overheads, we use the same batch size in both versions, and normalize the latency to a single page.

Figure 5 shows the results. We break them down as page fault preemption (AEX+ERESUME), enclave fault handler (EENTER+EEXIT), Autarky runtime overheads, and aggregate cost of SGX paging instructions including en/decryption.

Enclave preemption and fault handler invocation accounts for 40–50% of the latency. However, the more intrusive architecture optimization (§5.1) to elide the AEX entirely can eliminate these costs. Such a change would make Autarky secure paging faster than today’s unprotected paging.

Since SGXv1 paging instructions are more efficient for our purposes, we use them in the rest of the evaluation.

7.2 Secure self-paging policies

**ORAM.** We use our cached ORAM described in §6 with a 128 MB ORAM page cache (the largest possible without exceeding EPC). We mark this cache, ORAM data structures, and code pages as enclave-managed to prevent leaks. We configure PathORAM’s tree to cover a 1 GB range, large enough to obliviously fetch page contents to the cache. As a workload we run uthash [22], a popular hash table with chaining collision resolution, configured with up to 10 items per bucket, filled with 431 MB of data and 256-byte items. We also compare ORAM with page clusters (next section), whose security is strictly weaker. Figure 6 shows that cached ORAM and clustering break even at 10 pages per cluster.

**Uncached ORAM.** Cached ORAM cannot be implemented without Autarky, because an OS adversary would observe EPC accesses. To compare with the cached version, we run the same experiment without the ORAM cache in EPC, using a linear scan to access ORAM structures.

The same 431 MB input did not complete in 24 hours. Instead, we performed the experiment using 100 random entries without changing either the hash table or the PathORAM tree size. This is the best-case scenario, because contention is unlikely. Nevertheless, Figure 6 shows a 232× slowdown.

**Page clusters.** We evaluate automatic protection of large hash tables. Here we analyze the security-vs-performance tradeoff for application-agnostic mitigation by modifying the libOS’s memory allocator. This tradeoff is different for application-aware protection evaluated later (§7.3). We use uthash with the same input as in the ORAM experiment.

Autarky partitions memory into fixed-sized clusters by starting a new cluster when the current one is full. We vary the cluster size. For uniformly random accesses, the probability of an attacker guessing the accessed item given a cluster size is \( \frac{item\_size}{size\_\times cluster\_size\_\times page\_size} \), or 0.02% for 10 pages.

The experiment is as follows. We populate the hash table, measure random reads (loads are excluded), trigger rehashing and bucket expansion, and measure performance again. Since rehashing shortens the bucket chains, the number of clusters fetched per lookup is reduced as the nodes in the chain likely belong to different clusters.

Figure 6 shows the results. As expected, the cluster size is inversely proportional to performance; after rehashing the performance improves by about 1.5×. An unprotected baseline is 1.9× faster than 1-page clusters (not shown), which matches the microbenchmark performance.

**Rate-limited paging.** This demand-paging policy enforces a limit on the overall fault rate. This is our least secure policy, yet it provides similar guarantees to Varys [46], which
enforces a limit on the rate of asynchronous enclave exits (caused, in part, by page faults).

We run 14 out of 15 applications in the same Phoenix [52] and PARSEC [7] benchmark suites used for Varys (vips does not run in Graphene). To induce page faults, we reduce the EPC space to about 100 MB for better comparison with Varys, and fine-tune the limit accordingly to prevent false positives. We use larger inputs than Varys only for stringmatch, word-count and blackscholes to induce demand paging. We cannot compare results directly due to a different libOS and hardware, but note that Oleksenko et al. [46] reported a 15% overhead. Unlike Varys, Autarky does not require recompilation.

Figure 7 shows that this paging policy introduces a 6% slowdown on average. As expected, the page fault rate (right Y-axis) correlates with the slowdown. Eliding AEXs via more intrusive hardware changes would reduce overheads to 2%.

7.3 Protecting real applications

We evaluate Autarky using applications that were shown to be vulnerable to controlled-channel attacks [76]. We use these workloads to evaluate self-paging performance, both by enlightening the applications to use page clusters, and using automatic clustering in Graphene’s memory allocator. The published attacks make use of access patterns to code and data pages. We show how Autarky can efficiently mitigate these attacks in several usage scenarios. Finally, we evaluate Memcached [42] with ORAM compared to an insecure baseline, showing that end-to-end overheads are acceptable.

We begin with three applications that were shown to be vulnerable to the attack, demonstrating the simplicity and the efficiency of Autarky. We report performance in Table 2, showing the full execution time (Autarky) as measured, as well as the potential improvement as a result of the proposed optimization to elide AEX and upcalls.

Image processing with libjpeg. Libjpeg [24] is a library to decode and encode JPEG images. The published attack focused on the inverse discrete cosine transform, which uses an optimization to elide needless state updates, making the page access pattern dependent on the image. The attack counts the number of pages accessed (by inducing page faults) and was shown to reconstruct the image being decoded.

Libjpeg streams over the input image to decode or encode it while operating on a temporary buffer. Therefore, the working set size depends on the buffer’s size and not the image’s, hence the intermediate state does not exceed the EPC. Consequently, this attack can be automatically protected against using Autarky, simply by marking all pages as enclave-managed. As the working set fits into EPC, the runtime pins all the pages, and no information leaks.

Allowing OS paging for insensitive pages. Libjpeg is often used in the first/last stages of image processing pipelines, where the image is first fully decoded. Therefore, the effective application memory footprint might exceed the EPC size, rendering automatic protection unsuitable.

However, if the later pipeline stages access the image in a data-independent way, e.g., when applying a filter, then its buffer can be considered non-sensitive, allowing OS paging. To differentiate between the protected temporary buffers in libjpeg and unprotected buffers used by the application, we modified libjpeg to call ay_add_page after each malloc.

We developed a simple test program that uses libjpeg to decode an image, inverse its colors and encode it again. We use a large image (13632 × 10224) that exceeds EPC in decoded form (398 MB). Table 2 shows the end-to-end performance. The main difference between the unprotected and protected versions is that page faults in the latter are reported to the enclave, only to forward them to the OS. Autarky is 18% slower, due to the extra enclave transitions. Eliding the upcall and AEX overheads improves performance over the unprotected version by 3%. Furthermore, we validate that Autarky does not incur measurable overhead by running the same workload using a small 512 × 512 image that fits into EPC.

Spell checking server. Hunspell [23] is a spell checker shown to be vulnerable to controlled-channel attacks. It stores its dictionary in a hash table. The original attack [76] logged page accesses when populating the hash table. When a query arrived, the attack matched the page access sequences to reveal input words (assuming correct spelling).

Like libjpeg, Hunspell’s resident set can easily fit in EPC; the total memory used by Graphene to execute Hunspell and its libraries is 9.3 MB. Dictionaries are small. For example, the en_US dictionary in the original attack contains 49k entries. Since a typical word is shorter than 10 characters, the resident set fits easily in EPC. Therefore, Autarky can automatically mitigate the attack by marking all pages as enclave-managed, without any performance impact.

Using application-defined clusters. The EPC may be too small for a spelling server that uses multiple dictionaries. However, in this case the working set is much smaller than the total memory used in the application. To mitigate the attack, the pages of each dictionary can each be a separate cluster. Thus, accesses within a dictionary are protected, but the attacker may learn which dictionary is being accessed, which is less sensitive than learning the words themselves.

We use Hunspell’s included sample program to simulate such a use case, modifying it to assign the pages of initialized dictionaries to distinct clusters. The server then reads an input file and checks spelling for the requested language.

To measure the overall performance, we loaded 15 dictionaries that together exceed EPC and trigger page faults. Like the original attack [76], we spell check “The Wonderful Wizard of Oz” (39,588 words). Our performance measurements pessimistically include the time to load dictionaries and initialize clusters; we load English first to ensure it will
be evicted by the time of the spell check. Table 2 shows the results. The overheads are dominated by page faults during dictionary load. The spell check itself performs similarly to the baseline, since its first fault brings in a single cluster that contains all pages for that dictionary (US). Note, not all the dictionary pages are used during the spell check, yet they are all brought with the cluster, which is the main cost.

**FreeType library.** FreeType is a font rendering library. The original attack leaked rendered text by observing control flow via code fetches. Autarky automatically mitigates it with no measurable overheads when rendering different characters by pinning all code pages and libraries in EPC (Table 2).

**Memcached.** Memcached [42] is a popular key-value store that was also used by much of the prior work on SGX [4, 38, 47, 48]. Memcached can easily oversubscribe EPC resulting in paging and potential leakage of sensitive keys. To overcome this we use our ORAM construction to obliviously access all data. We evaluate Memcached v1.5.17 using YCSB [13] with the predefined *workload* C as in prior work [4, 38]. It performs 100% random GET operations for 1 KB entries. We co-locate YCSB and Memcached on the same machine, pinning each to separate CPUs, allowing us to avoid network overheads. We configure Memcached to hold all data (no misses) with a single serving thread due to thread-safety limitations of our ORAM implementation. We load the server with 400 MB of data to trigger paging and report the maximum throughput. Figure 8 compares the insecure baseline to Autarky with the different supported paging policies: ORAM, rate-limited paging and page clusters. To support page clusters, we modify Memcached’s slab allocation (30 LOC) such that all accesses to the items in the key-value store are managed by clusters holding 10 pages. Similarly, we recompile Memcached to use ORAM for all the items stored, with 1 GB PathORAM tree and 128 MB software cache. Rate-limited paging is supported without any change and we fine-tune the limit to eliminate attacks being reported. We evaluate four configurations: uniform access, Zipfian with $\alpha = 0.99$ (hit rate about 90%) and hotspot. In hotspot, we define 1% of the entries as a *hot set* with an access probability of 90% or 99%. As expected, the rate-limited paging performance impact is the lowest and is mainly due to the added overhead of enclave transitions for each page fault. We observe a lower constant overhead for 10-page clusters compared to ORAM when requests are made with a uniform distribution. In such cases, using clusters may be more favorable. However, for more skewed distributions, the performance difference diminishes and using ORAM can be even faster. The intuition is that clusters are less efficient in utilizing the cache since they bring 10 pages, some of which may not be useful for the other hot requests. Finally, for the hottest distribution, ORAM is only 60% slower than the insecure baseline, which may prove acceptable for some security-sensitive applications.

### Table 2. End-to-end performance of applications using page clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>LOC (modified)</th>
<th>Page faults</th>
<th>Enclave-managed pages</th>
<th>Unprotected as measured</th>
<th>Autarky no upcall</th>
<th>no upcall/AEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>libjpeg 9c [24]</td>
<td>27,776</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>408,500</td>
<td>2,065</td>
<td>38.7 MB/s</td>
<td>32.6 MB/s (−18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunspell 1.7.0 [23]</td>
<td>16,615</td>
<td>(30)</td>
<td>49,501</td>
<td>44,387</td>
<td>16 kwd/s</td>
<td>12.8 kwd/s (−25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeType 2.9.1 [18]</td>
<td>122,662</td>
<td>(0)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,963</td>
<td>149 kop/s</td>
<td>149 kop/s (1x)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 8. Memcached with Autarky’s paging policies.](image)

**Related Work**

Controlled-channel attacks and their implications were extensively studied [45, 59, 61, 66, 67, 72, 76]. One common mitigation approach, on which we build, is to detect *spurious page faults*, and terminate the enclave. However, this approach requires changing or recompiling enclave programs, is prone to false positives, and restricts legitimate demand paging. T-SGX and Déjà Vu rely on transactional memory instructions [12, 58], and Varys modifies the program to add a co-running thread for detecting enclave preemption [46]. Another proposal [63] introduces a minor change to SGX to detect page faults. However, it appears unsuitable for enclaves that would use demand paging or even whose mappings exceed TLB capacity as it requires pre-loading TLB entries for all sensitive pages. To our knowledge, Autarky is the only controlled channel defense that retains demand paging with minimal overheads and minor architecture changes.

Intel suggests that developers should *hide enclave access patterns* [30]. To this end, prior work proposed obfuscating page accesses [8, 19, 35, 59], or using oblivious RAM [1, 48, 51, 54]. Autarky also uses ORAM for secure paging. However, since our architecture changes prevent leaking of access to mapped EPC pages, it becomes possible to cache ORAM data in EPC, reducing the overheads significantly.
Clean-slate enclave designs use private page tables to avoid controlled channels. For example, Apparition [16] achieves this through compiler instrumentation of an untrusted kernel, while Sanctum and Keystone rely on hardware extensions [15, 37]. Autarky is compatible with the existing SGX design using a shared page table maintained by the untrusted OS.

Other trusted execution environments exist that cannot support legitimate paging without leaking page access patterns. Notably, the recently-proposed AMD SEV-SNP [3, 33] architecture secures guest VMs from a potentially malicious hypervisor. Similarly to SGX’s EPCM structure, it uses a “reverse map table” to check the correctness of nested page table translations, and it therefore appears vulnerable to the same controlled-channel attacks as SGX. We expect that the overall approach proposed by Autarky will apply equally well at the VM level, but defer the details to future work.

Komodo [17] supports enclaves on ARM processors using TrustZone, but lacks support for paging. Autarky’s design for enclave-private page faults and self-paging enclaves could be applied to Komodo, ideally without weakening its security guarantees.

While we prototype with Graphene-SGX [65], Autarky could be coupled with various enclave runtimes, including libOSes [4, 6, 50, 60] or other defenses [36, 57]. Vault [64] extends EPC to all available physical memory, reducing demand paging; Autarky would still help to secure it against paging side channels.

Prior work showed that self-paging is useful both within enclaves [47, 48] and outside them [21]. Cooperative memory resource management across privilege domains was also studied extensively [e.g., 47, 71]. Using similar approaches to coordinate memory demands between the OS and multiple distrusting enclaves is an open research topic.

9 Conclusion

Autarky is a hardware/software co-design to mitigate severe architectural controlled-channel attacks on SGX enclaves with minimal hardware changes. Autarky modifies SGX to revoke control of paging from the OS and delegate it to a secure self-paging runtime. Our results show that Autarky mitigates attacks on real applications and secures demand paging with low overhead. We hope that our work will enable practical controlled channel mitigation on future systems.
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